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In the prototypical heavy-fermion system CeCu6xAux, a magnetic quantum critical point can be tuned
by Au concentration x, hydrostatic pressure p, or magnetic field B. A striking equivalence of the tuning
behavior with x or p had been found with respect to thermodynamic and transport properties. By means of
elastic neutron scattering on single crystalline CeCu5:5Au0:5, we demonstrate this x p equivalence
on a microscopic level by showing that the magnetic ordering wave vector qm can be tuned accordingly.
At ambient pressure,CeCu5:5Au0:5 orders at qm  ð0:59 0 0Þ. Upon applying p ¼ 4:1 kbar, qm 
ð0:61 0 0:21Þ is found corresponding to CeCu5:6Au0:4 at ambient pressure. The transition seems to occur
in a first-order fashion and to be governed by slight changes in the nesting properties of the Fermi surface.
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Fermi-liquid (FL) theory is the cornerstone to under-
standing the physics of metals with interacting electrons
[1]. Assuming a one-to-one correspondence between their
electronic excitations (called quasiparticles) and those of
the noninteracting electron gas, FL theory successfully
describes the excitations and their properties in a vast
number of different materials including heavy-fermion
systems with very large, effective masses m. CeCu6, a
prototypical heavy-fermion compound, is, at low tempera-
tures T, rather well-described by FL theory: A FL hallmark
is the T2 dependence of the electrical resistivity between
40 and 200 mK [2] that is characteristic of dominant
quasiparticle-quasiparticle scattering [3]. The huge
Sommerfeld coefficient  ¼ 1:6 J=mol K2 of the specific
heat C and the strongly enhanced magnetic susceptibility
 [2,4], both depending only weakly on T, reflect the very
large effective mass m of the quasiparticles, directly
observed in de Haas–van Alphen experiments [5].
Substituting Cu by isoelectronic Au introduces long-
range antiferromagnetism (AF) in the alloying series
CeCu6xAux for x > xc  0:1, with a Ne´el temperature
TNðxÞ increasing linearly up to x ¼ 1 (cf. Fig. 1). In the
vicinity of the quantum critical point (QCP) at x ¼ xc, i.e.,
at the magnetic instability where TNðxÞ ¼ 0, significant
deviations from FL behavior, nicknamed non-FL (NFL)
behavior, have been observed in macroscopic such as
thermodynamic and transport properties [6,7]. Some of
the most notable NFL anomalies are the linear T depen-
dence of the resistivity, / T, and the logarithmic diver-
gence of the Sommerfeld coefficient with decreasing T,
CðTÞ=T /  lnT. The magnetic ground state can be tuned
not only by Au concentration x but also—for samples with
x > xc—by applying hydrostatic pressure p. Pressure
reverses the increase in unit-cell volume upon Au doping
and hence, reduces TN of magnetically ordered
CeCu6xAux with x > 0:1 [8]. Adjusting p appropriately
even drives TN to zero resulting in a p-tuned QCP for
x > xc [6,9]. Remarkably, the NFL behavior at the respec-
tive p-tuned QCP has been found to be identical to the
x-tuned QCP at x ¼ xc and ambient p, indicating a striking
equivalence of the tuning behavior with x or p [6,7].
FIG. 1 (color online). Data shown in black: The Ne´el tempera-
ture TN of CeCu6xAux at ambient pressure p ¼ 0 vs Au
concentration x as determined from specific heat and magnetic
susceptibility [25,29]. The line is a linear fit taking into account
additional data (not shown) up to x ¼ 1. Data shown in blue: TN
of CeCu5:7Au0:3 (x ¼ 0:3) at different p as determined from
specific heat [9]. Data shown in red: TN of CeCu5:5Au0:5 (x ¼
0:5) at different p as determined from neutron scattering data
and explained in the following (cf. Fig. 3). In order to compare
the effects of Au doping and hydrostatic pressure, TN was
mapped onto x by virtue of the linear fit.
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This fact is particularly remarkable since it suggests that
disorder (introduced by the random occupation of the
Cu(2) site in CeCu6 by Au for 0< x< 1) does not have
a decisive effect on the NFL behavior at the respective
QCP. Structural disorder might lead to a distribution of
single-ion Kondo temperatures TK, so-called Kondo dis-
order. The superposition of local Fermi liquids with differ-
ent TK can then lead to apparent NFL behavior [10,11]. For
CeCu5:9Au0:1, no indication of short-range Kondo disorder
has been found in NMR and SR experiments, as opposed
to UCu5xPdx, where NFL behavior was also reported
[12]. The NFL behavior can, therefore, be related inequi-
vocally to the QCP. However, the observed features dis-
agree with the standard Hertz-Millis-Moriya (HMM)
model [13–15] while the anomalous C=T  lnT and
 T dependencies can be accounted for by two-
dimensional (2D) magnetic fluctuations [16] which indeed
have been identified via inelastic neutron scattering (INS)
[17], the !=T scaling observed in INS [18] is clearly
incompatible with the HMM model. This dichotomy has
prompted alternative theoretical scenarios [19], the most
elaborate one suggesting that the Kondo effect (which in
CeCu6xAux is the origin of the heavy masses) breaks
down at a ‘‘local’’ QCP [20]. This scenario has been
adopted to explain the unusual properties of YbRh2Si2
close to a QCP which can be tuned by small magnetic
fields [21,22].
For magnetically ordered CeCu6xAux with x ¼ 0:2 on
the other hand, the thermodynamic and transport properties
when using a magnetic field to tune the QCP are found to
follow the 3D HMM model [23] which was later corrobo-
rated by INS yielding !=T1:5 scaling [24]. These findings
are in marked contrast to the macroscopic properties at the
concentration- and pressure-tuned QCP mentioned above.
Hence, it is of primary importance to investigate if the
concentration—pressure (x p) equivalence holds on a
microscopic level, e.g., by virtue of the magnetic ordering
wave vector qm :¼ ðqh qk qlÞ.
Previous neutron-scattering experiments on CeCu6xAux
single crystals at ambient pressure [17,23,25] revealed an
abrupt change of qm: Upon increasing, x, qlðxÞ first
decreases slowly and then abruptly drops to zero between
x ¼ 0:4 and x ¼ 0:5 as shown in Fig. 4 below, while TNðxÞ
varies linearly (cf. Fig. 1). This unusual behavior needs
clarification, even more so since TNðxÞ varies linearly
between x ¼ 0:1 and 1 [7]. Therefore, we investigated the
p dependence of qm in CeCu5:5Au0:5 using elastic neutron
scattering to determine if qm corresponding to x ¼ 0:4 [25]
can be recovered by applying pressure. This should also
shed light on the microscopic properties upon approaching
the QCP.
The neutron-scattering measurements were performed
on the cold triple-axis spectrometer PANDA operated at
the FRM-II reactor in Garching. A new single crystal
of CeCu5:5Au0:5 was grown with the Czochralski method
[26]. The starting materials were weighted in the desired
nominal composition (Ce [27], Au 99.99%, Cu 99.999%)
and the crystal was pulled out of a tungsten crucible under
argon atmosphere (p ¼ 1 bar). X-ray powder diffraction
patterns showed the sample to be single phase. Atomic
absorption spectroscopy confirmed a homogeneous Au
concentration x  0:5 throughout the whole sample.
The actual Au concentration x as determined by its TN
and the linear TNðxÞ relation is x ¼ 0:48, i.e., slightly
below x ¼ 0:5. The crystal was cut by spark erosion into
a cylindrical shape (  5 mm, l  10 mm, axis along the
orthorhombic b direction, mass m  1:7 g) in order to fit
into the Cu:Be clamped pressure cell, together with a piece
of Pb whose superconducting transition TcðpÞ measured
inductively served as a pressure gauge (uncertainty about
0.1 kbar). Fluorinert FC 72 was used as pressure medium.
In order to reduce the background generated by scattering
from the pressure cell, a Cd shielding was wrapped around
leaving open only the sample space. All data were taken in
the elastic condition (ki ¼ kf ¼ 1:5 A1) to avoid inelas-
tic contributions. The use of a dilution refrigerator enabled
cooling the sample to below 100 mK (with beam on). The
scattering plane was spanned by the reciprocal [1 0 0] and
[0 0 1] axes. We focused on scans over the magnetic Bragg
peak in the G ¼ ð2 0 0Þ Brillouin zone due to the large
structure factor and the low background there. The instru-
ment was operated with doubly focusing monochromator
and analyzer, a Be filter in the incident beam, and open
collimation.
Figures 2(a)–2(d) show the p dependence of neutron
intensity of CeCu5:5Au0:5 on a grid in the reciprocal (h 0 l)
plane. Measurements at ambient p [Fig. 2(a), performed
with the sample in the pressure cell] reveal a strong mag-
netic Bragg peak at the incommensurate position Q :¼
ðh k lÞ ¼ ð1:412 0  0:005Þ in excellent agreement with
previous results [28] whereQ ¼ ð1:41 0 0Þ was found. The
small deviation of l from zero is due to slight misalign-
ments of the spectrometer and the sample orientation
resulting in an uncertainty of about 0.004 r.l.u. The com-
paratively small background (< 6% of the peak intensity)
varies quadratically along (h 0 0) and linearly along
(0 0 l) and is taken into account in any fit mentioned in
the following. Upon applying p ¼ 3:6 kbar, the position
of the Bragg peak significantly changes to Q ¼
ð1:402 0 0:194Þ resuming almost the same l that had been
found for CeCu5:6Au0:4 at ambient pressure [25]. This
indicates that by pressure tuning the sample towards the
QCP, not only the thermodynamic and transport data [6]
but also the magnetic ordering wave vector of lower
doping x are recovered. On the other hand, increasing p
to 4.1 kbar and even 8 kbar does not significantly change
the Bragg position [Q ¼ ð1:405 0 0:195Þ at p ¼ 8 kbar].
Previous measurements revealed the p dependence
of TN of CeCu6xAux with x ¼ 0:2, x ¼ 0:3, and
x ¼ 0:5 [9,29,30]. Judging from these results a pressure
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of 8 kbar should have the same effect as decreasing the
Au content by about x ¼ 0:2. Consequently, a small but
noticeable increase of l upon increasing p from 3.6 to
8 kbar would be expected, in analogy to corresponding
data towards lower doping, where Q ¼ ð1:38 0 0:25Þ was
found for x ¼ 0:3 [25]. Moreover, a small remnant peak at
the position corresponding to ambient pressure (l  0) is
present at all p > 0 shown in Fig. 2. We checked the
magnetic origin of this feature by heating the sample above
TNðpÞ where it disappears completely just as the strong
magnetic Bragg peak does [cf. Figs. 2(e)–2(h)]. This
behavior is indicative of a first-order phase transition
with a partition of the sample into different domains,
most of which reveal magnetic order within the (h 0 l)
plane but some along (h 0 0), too. This first-order transition
between two magnetically ordered states at low pressure
with the occurrence of phase separation over the studied
pressure range (p & 8 kbar) is to be contrasted to the
complete disappearance of magnetic order at the QCP
expected at p  16 kbar for CeCu5:5Au0:5 (cf. Fig. 1)
and being second order in nature.
The detailed T dependence of the intensity of the strong
magnetic Bragg peak at all p is depicted in Fig. 3.
Surprisingly, data at p ¼ 3:6 kbar and 4.1 kbar coincide
at low T whereas, zero intensity is reached at significantly
different TN, proving the actual difference in p. This effect
may be due to an intensity shift from the weak remnant
peak at l  0 to the strong peak at l  0:2 with increasing
p. As a result, the intensity for T ! 0 may accidentally
happen to be the same at both p. In fact, panels (f) and (g)
of Fig. 2 are indicative of such behavior. However, addi-
tional data at even higher p, eventually showing that the
small remnant peak disappears before the strong one does,
would be needed to support this scenario. Describing the
T dependence of the normalized magnetic intensity
Imagn:=Ið200Þ phenomenologically by
IðTÞ ¼ I0

TN  T
TN

y
(1)
over the entire temperature range below TN yields the Ne´el
temperatures TNðpÞ and intensities I0ðpÞ extrapolated to
T ¼ 0. Data obtained at ambient p are properly described
FIG. 2 (color online). (a–d) Pressure p dependence [zero (a) to
8 kbar (d)] of neutron intensity (counts=500mon., see color code)
at base temperature (T ¼ 73–107 mK) revealing magnetic Bragg
peaks of CeCu5:5Au0:5 in the reciprocal (h 0 l) plane.Q¼qmþG
is shown with G ¼ ð2 0 0Þ. The color scale is adapted to reveal
weak remnant peaks around l  0 in (b, c, d); thus, strong peaks
look less well-defined than they are. (e–h) Intensity along (0 0 l)
summed along (h 0 0) for 1:34  h  1:47 at T below (black)
and above (red) TNðpÞ. Solid lines are fits to data above TNðpÞ.
Insets show the range 0:05  l  0:05 on an expanded scale.
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FIG. 3 (color online). T dependence of the magnetic Bragg
peak intensity normalized to the nuclear (2 0 0) Bragg peak. Data
shown in black were measured at the peak position extracted
from a 2D Gaussian fit to data shown in Figs. 2(a)–2(d). Red
symbols reveal the amplitude extracted from 2D fitting several
scans over the Bragg peak along (h 0 0) and (0 0 l) at each T and
are in agreement with black symbols. Lines depict fits of Eq. (1)
to the data. For clarity, data and fits for different pressures are
shifted vertically by 0.005 with respect to each other.
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by an exponent y ¼ 3:08ð2Þ which is slightly larger than
the previously found y ¼ 2:5 [28]. The extraction of TN ¼
962ð1Þ mK at p ¼ 0 indicates that the actual Au content of
our sample is indeed very close to x ¼ 0:5, where TN ¼
1:022 K is expected according to the linear fit shown in
Fig. 1. Furthermore, the reduction of TNðpÞ to 794(1) mK
and 519(1) mK at p ¼ 4:1 kbar and 8 kbar, respectively,
corroborates that the sample was tuned very close to
x ¼ 0:4 and x ¼ 0:3 behavior, where the linear fit gives
TN ¼ 767 mK and TN ¼ 511 mK. Even more, the expo-
nent y ¼ 2:20ð4Þ for p ¼ 8 kbar is in good agreement with
y ¼ 2 found for x ¼ 0:3 at ambient pressure [31]. Note that
close to TN all IðTÞ data signal a linear dependence
with y ¼ 1, corresponding to mean-field behavior with
 ¼ y=2 ¼ 1=2.
In order to determine qm of CeCu5:5Au0:5 most reliably,
we pinpointed the positions of related Bragg peaks not only
in the vicinity of the nuclear (2 0 0) Bragg peak (cf. Fig. 2)
but in several other Brillouin zones as well (not shown).
Resulting average values of qm are presented in Fig. 4 in
comparison to corresponding CeCu6xAux alloys at ambi-
ent p. This comparison demonstrates that applying
p ¼ 3:6 and 4.1 kbar recovers qh and ql of corresponding
x at p ¼ 0, corroborating the assumed x p equivalence.
However, no significant difference in qm is observed
between p ¼ 3:6 and 8 kbar as opposed to a significant
increase in qh and ql towards smaller x (black symbols).
Despite the lack of data towards even higher p, this behav-
ior is indicative of an intrinsic discrepancy between tuning
with x and p at least on a quantitative basis. On the other
hand, subtle differences are somewhat expected from the
different impact of the respective tuning parameter on the
form of the unit cell [29]: Pressure contracts all lattice
parameters simultaneously as opposed to the substitution
of Cu by Au which affects them in an anisotropic fashion.
Therefore, instead of the volume of the unit cell, TN being
the most direct measure of competing energy scales was
chosen as the parameter allowing the most reasonable
comparison between systems with different x at different
p. The abrupt change of qm around TN  1 K being uni-
versal in respective x- or p-tuned CeCu6xAux points
towards a phase transition of the first order. This scenario
is supported by the double-peak structure (Fig. 2) that is
revealed in CeCu5:5Au0:5 at p  3:6 kbar (i.e., TN 
851 mK). It might be due to a Fermi surface providing
two nesting vectors at p  3:6 kbar of which the corre-
sponding energy levels are populated very differently with
a clear preference of ql  0:2. Another feature of
CeCu6xAux hints at a first-order transition as well: At
xc ¼ 0:1, dynamic correlations appear revealing a rod-like
structure in Q space [17]. They can be regarded as a
precursor of incipient ordering at slightly larger x, because
corresponding Bragg peaks are located on these rods. In
contrast, magnetic Bragg peaks for x  0:4 are located
away to the rods, ruling out any direct relation of the
quantum critical fluctuations with magnetic order at
x ¼ 0:5.
To conclude, elastic neutron scattering was performed
on CeCu5:5Au0:5 under hydrostatic pressure. Our experi-
ments reveal that the magnetic ordering wave vector qm in
CeCu6xAux can be tuned by applying pressure and
resumes values of correspondingly lower doping levels x
at ambient conditions. The equivalence of the tuning
behavior with concentration x and pressure p on a micro-
scopic and macroscopic level and even far away from the
QCP at x ¼ 0:5 suggests that disorder (whose effect should
be most pronounced for x ¼ 0:5) cannot have a decisive
effect on the approach to quantum criticality in the system
CeCu6xAux. The transition from alloys ordering along
(h 0 0) to those where ql assumes a finite value, seems to
happen in a first-order fashion. However, subtle differences
on a quantitative basis between both tuning behaviors need
further attention and should be addressed in future inves-
tigations. Ultimately, the goal must be to tune antiferro-
magnetically ordered CeCu5:5Au0:5 to quantum criticality
by pressure and investigate the spin fluctuations there in
order to gain more insight into the mechanisms that drive
the quantum phase transition.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Components ql (a) and qh (b) of the
magnetic ordering wave vector qm ¼ ðqh 0qlÞ vs TN of several
systems CeCu6xAux. The p dependence at x ¼ 0:5 (red) is
shown in comparison to the x-dependence at p ¼ 0 (black,
previous work [23,25]). Data are mapped onto TNðxÞ by
virtue of the linear fit shown in Fig. 1. Dashed lines are guides
to the eye.
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